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ince the publication of my first book, Connecting Brain Research With
Effective Teaching: The Brain-Targeted Teaching Model (Hardiman, 2003)
much has changed in the landscape of educational neuroscience or neuroeducation, an emerging field at the intersection of the brain sciences and
education. Research in the neuro- and cognitive sciences has produced
numerous findings that educators have increasingly viewed as important
to expanding their understanding of how children learn. Like professionals in other emerging “neuro” fields – neurolaw, neuroeconomics,
neuroaesthethics, neuroethics – many educators seek to not only become
familiar with the advancing knowledge of human cognition and learning,
but also to understand how this knowledge can inform their work.
Currently, research from the scientific community that is specifically
intended for teaching audiences is scant. Still, promising findings from
neuro- and cognitive science research in areas such as attention, memory,
emotions, creativity, executive function, sleep and exercise continue to
expand our understanding of cognition and learning and can directly
inform how teachers and educational policymakers craft the educational
experiences of students at all ages. This growing knowledge, however,
creates the need for translation of relevant research findings to determine
appropriate connections to educational practice.
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WHO SHOULD READ THIS BOOK
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This book is intended to serve as a bridge between research and practice
by providing any educator with a cohesive, usable model of effective
instruction informed by educational research as well as findings from the
neuro- and cognitive sciences. The research and instructional strategies
presented are designed to be relevant to a wide range of educators, from
early childhood practitioners to higher education staff. Examples of practical applications of research span various subject areas and extend from
early primary year levels to tertiary classrooms.
For educators at any level, it is critical that relevant research on cognition and learning be approached systematically and realistically, rendering a better understanding of the developing child and adult learner,
greater precision in instructional techniques, and enhanced educational
outcomes for students. It is also important that the growing attention on
brain-based learning – a term often used to refer to learning that uses strategies that are based in research in the brain sciences – does not generate
just another short-lived initiative.
In my own work as a school principal in an urban school area and
now at the university level, I have found that too often teachers are
CO3856 • 9781743303856 • © 2013 Hawker Brownlow Education
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handed an ever-changing array of initiatives and programs that rapidly
come and go. Well-meaning educational leaders may not understand
how this serves only to dilute teacher effectiveness rather than support
it. Teachers may “wait out” one initiative in hopes that a better one will
come along or feel confused as they try to meld a new program with the
previous one. Accordingly, without a cohesive classroom-based model,
teachers may easily be confused by the plethora of instructional strategies
that claim (some appropriately, some not) to be based on research from
the brain sciences. Usable knowledge may be confounded with myths that
divert teachers’ time and waste valuable resources.

A PEDAGOGICAL FRAMEWORK – THE BRAIN-TARGETED TEACHING MODEL
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The basis of this book is to bring relevant research from the brain sciences to educators through a pedagogical framework, the Brain-Targeted
Teaching (BTT) Model (Hardiman, 2003). The model provides teachers
with a cohesive structure for interpreting research findings from the
neuro- and cognitive sciences and applying them to their own practice.
Teachers who have adopted the model as a guide for planning and delivering instruction have recounted how it has enhanced teaching practices
(www.braintargetedteaching.org), and preliminary research has demonstrated its efficacy (Bertucci, 2006).
The BTT Model is neither a curriculum nor a marketed product.
Rather, it is a way to plan effective instruction informed by research from
the neuro- and cognitive sciences and research-based effective instruction
(see Marzano, Pickering & Pollock, 2001). It was designed, in part, from the
thinking skills frameworks of Dimensions of Learning (Marzano, 1992),
Multiple Intelligences (Gardner, 1983, 1993) and Bloom’s Taxonomy
(Bloom & Krathwohl, 1956). Important, however, to the development and
expansion of the model is the emphasis of translating and applying findings from recent and ongoing scientific research.
The model presents six important domains, or “brain targets”, of the
teaching and learning process. These include the following:
•

Brain-Target One – Establishing the emotional climate for learning

•

Brain-Target Two – Creating the physical learning environment

•

Brain-Target Three – Designing the learning experience

•

Brain-Target Four – Teaching for the mastery of content, skills
and concepts
© 2013 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781743303856 • CO3856
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Although mild stress in specific
contexts may enhance performance
and recall, prolonged stress appears to
reduce the ability to acquire, retain and
recall information.

stress appears to reduce the ability to
acquire, retain and recall information
(Joëls et al., 2006).
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Stress and School Environments
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Given that stress has been shown to
affect one’s ability to learn, it is imperative that we understand the stress levels of students in schools. Educators
and caregivers expect that every child would view school as a joyful and
inviting learning experience and not a stress-inducing environment.
Unfortunately, rates of drop-outs and suspensions across school systems
as well as stories of bullying suggest otherwise. More important, students
themselves report a different story. Studies on school environments are
beginning to shed light on the emotional world of students in school.
Pekrun, Goetz, Titz and Perry (2002), for example, conducted a series
of studies to determine the emotions that students say they experience
during the school day. Although a broad range of emotions were cited,
including positive emotions associated with learning, the most frequent
emotion identified was anxiety, accounting for up to 25% of all emotions
reported. In addition, the researchers tested the physiological reaction
to stress-related episodes by testing levels of cortisol, a hormone associated with stress. Not surprisingly, they found that students with high
anxiety had high cortisol levels. In contrast, students who were able to
employ stress-reducing coping strategies did not produce high cortisol
levels, suggesting the importance of including purposeful activities to
reduce stress in the learning environment. Behavioural problems associated with anxiety have also been linked to cortisol levels (Ruttle et al.,
2011). The research demonstrates that when anxiety-driven behavioural
problems begin, individuals have increased stress and cortisol levels that
become abnormally elevated. If the behavioural problems and thus the
stress continue over an extended period of time, stress and cortisol levels become abnormally low, as the body is trying to protect itself from
negative effects associated with high levels of cortisol. Unfortunately, this
reaction to continual stress may cause the individuals not to worry or
care about their performance in school, which in turn leads to poor academic performance. This work suggests that interventions should be put
in place as soon as behavioural problems
Studies on school environments are
are observed.
beginning to shed light on the
As research continues to demonemotional world of students in school.
strate behavioural and biological effects
of stress on learning, it would seem that
CO3856 • 9781743303856 • © 2013 Hawker Brownlow Education
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WHAT DOES A BRAIN-TARGETED TEACHING UNIT LOOK LIKE IN
THE CLASSROOM?
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Learning Unit: Surviving Alone in the Wilderness: A study
of the novel Hatchet by Gary Paulsen
Year Level/Content: Year Five/English
Author: Clare O’Malley Grizzard
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Overarching Goal of Unit: Students will increase English skills of reading for understanding through analysis of character, plot, main idea and
symbolic language.
Brain-Target Three: Designing the Learning Experience
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In approaching the design of the learning unit, we used graphic information displays from the beginning to the end of the planning process:
in teacher planning maps, discussion guides for students and global unit
concepts maps that were referred to by students as we proceeded through
the lessons.
The first step was to identify the relevant example goals that the
unit would need to address. Those goals included the following:
Determine a theme of a story, drama or poem from details in the
text, including how characters in a story or drama respond to
challenges or how the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic;
summarise the text.

•

Explain how a series of chapters, scenes or stanzas fits together
to provide the overall structure of a particular story, drama or
poem.
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Describe how a narrator’s or speaker’s point of view influences
how events are described.

In order to create a map of the unit, we decided on the essential questions or big ideas derived from the above goals that deconstructed the
themes of the novel and guided our investigation into “Surviving Alone
in the Wilderness”. We identified three aspects of Brian’s ability to survive
were ingenuity, keen observation and use of the materials at hand. We
used these three aspects to organise the unit into three big ideas:
•

Learning to use the environment

•

Listening to one’s inner voice

•

Becoming a different kind of an observer
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